
Smart Solution to Automate Scheduling for You

You can now easily automate your scheduling process with Humanity Scheduling’s AI scheduling module, which 
includes demand-driven scheduling and auto-scheduling. 
 
By importing historical data through spreadsheet or via API, you can forecast labor demand with our AI engine. 
You can then build out demand matching schedules and assign shifts to employees in a few clicks or taps with 
auto-scheduling.

Labor shortages have been a critical issue for many organizations, especially those with hourly workers. Driven by 
both fewer participating workers and higher turnovers, this has caused inefficiency, constraints in labor manager, 
and revenue loss. To mitigate these risks, organizations need to adjust their scheduling approach to match 
demand while manage to avoid burnouts and turnover.

Humanity AI Scheduling
Save Hours and Battle Labor Shortage with Smart Scheduling
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Forecasting Labor Demand 
with Demand-Driven 
Scheduling

Set up scheduling 
constraints with rules

Building Out Schedule 
Using Auto-Build

Assigning Shifts to 
Employees Using Auto-Fill
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“The auto-scheduling feature is one of my favorite functions. It’s powered 
by data you enter surrounding skills, availability, and custom fields you’re 
able to create…I no longer need to do the manual work of digging 
through spreadsheets to find someone available – Humanity [Scheduling] 
automatically does it for me.”

Jessica
Operation and Project Management Consultant

Key Benefits
• Let AI do the work for you – Using AI to perform all the 

calculations needed to build a demand-driven schedule 
to save your hours  

• Improve employee and workplace experience – 
Improves administrative efficiency, staff allocation and 
staff rotation 

• Optimize scheduling process – New schedules allow AI 
to learn and produce better and more accurate schedules 
over time

AI Scheduling


